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PRE-ARRIVAL

ON THE LEARNING JOURNEY

LEARNING JOURNEY PROTOCOLS

Spend 5-10 minutes in silence. Ask people to observe the flow 
of your thoughts.

Do a Check-In. Consider: What are you feeling? What are 
you thinking? What do you think you already know about the 
organization and the people you are about to visit?

Journal on the following: Write down five assumptions or 
expectations you’re carrying. What do you want to know about 
the organization and the people you’re visiting?

Write down five questions or areas of interest.

Agree on who will take notes and be the reporter. Agree on who 
will introduce the group.

Listen and Observe Carefully. Try to notice who spends more 
time talking, you or your hosts. Try to gradually shift the 
balance so that they talk more.

Be aware there are different ways of talking and listening:

Listening is a crucial discipline. Listen actively, put yourself in 
the shoes of the person speaking, show them respect. Having 
listened, don’t get stuck on difference.

Ask questions to help reveal their perspective. Listen openly to 
the answers.

Innovation and change do not start with answers — they start 
with questions. Be open to your situation. Often unplanned 
opportunities are where the richest learnings occur.
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DEBRIEF AFTER THE VISITDo it immediately. Do not wait too long.

Spend a few minutes in silence.

In your notebook write down your thoughts and feelings in a 
stream of consciousness.

Discuss together. Consider: What stood out for you? What 
struck you most strongly? What surprised you?

What images, stories and metaphors capture the essence of your 
experience? What new questions and puzzles are coming up for 
you? If there are none, consider why.
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